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Purpose The purpose of this book is to provide the reader with an understanding of the ISO 9000-3 guideline and how it applies to
the specification, development, test, and maintenance of software. We will show that the basic practices and procedures that
define software engineering and the ISO guideline are, for all intents and purposes, one and the same. We hope that the readers
of this book will use the information found within not only to pass the certification audit but as a tool to be used to create the wellmanaged engineering environment needed to create reliable, well engineered products in a consistent manner. Audience This
book is intended for senior software engineers, software managers, and non software managers within software organizations
whose aim is to create an engi neering environment within their company or organization. In addition, individ uals outside the
software organization who have responsibility for the specification of the software product and preparing their organization to take
ownership of the developed product will find this book of great interest. Finally, those who must choose software companies to do
business with or audit software companies to determine their ability to engineer and maintain a software product will find this book
helpful. 2 Introduction Overview This book is made up of twenty-four chapters that can be grouped into four sections. Chapter 1
through Chapter 4 set the basis for the following chapters that deal directly with the guideline.
Good requirements do not come from a tool, or from a customer interview. They come from a repeatable set of processes that
take a project from the early idea stage through to the creation of an agreed-upon project and product scope between the
customer and the developer. From enterprise analysis and planning requirements gathering to documentation, Determining Project
Requirements, Second Edition: Mastering the BABOK® and the CBAP® Exam covers the entire business analysis cycle as well as
modeling techniques. Aligned with the International Institute of Business Analysis’ (IIBA) Business Analysis Body of Knowledge
2.0® (BABOK® Guide 2.0), the second edition of this popular reference provides readers with a complete and up-to-date resource
for preparing to take the Certified Business Analysis Professional (CBAP®) examination. It also: Presents helpful techniques,
tools, best practices, and templates to help readers improve the requirements gathering processes within their organization
Contains exercises, sample solutions, and a case study that illustrate how to deal with the various situations that might be
encountered in the requirements gathering process Supplies a broad overview of a multitude of business analysis issues Includes
two sample business requirements documents—one is a comprehensive template, provided courtesy of ESI International, the
second is a simpler template suitable for smaller projects The book covers all of the BABOK® knowledge areas and features new
preparatory sections for the CBAP® exam that include 300 questions. It examines data modeling, requirements modeling
techniques, process modeling, and hybrid techniques. With its many examples, use cases, and business requirements document
templates, this book is the ideal self-study guide for practitioners. The combination of theory, activities, exercises, solutions, case
study, and exam questions also makes it suitable for business analysis students.
BPM is essential to a company's survival in today's hyper-speed business environment. The goal of Digital Transformation is to
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help empower enterprises to compete at the highest level in any marketplace. This book provides compelling award-wining case
studies contributed by those who have been through the full BPM experience. The case studies describe the processes involved to
generate successful ROIs and competitive advantages. Digital transformation describes the changes associated with the
application of digital technology in all aspects of human society. Digital transformation may be thought of as the third stage of
embracing digital technologies: from digital competence to digital usage to digital transformation, with usage and transformative
ability informing digital literacy. The transformation stage means that digital usages inherently enable new types of innovation and
creativity in a particular domain, rather than simply enhance and support the traditional methods. These industry thought-leaders
together with the leading-edge case studies will help you understand the meaning and impact of Digital Transformation and how
you can leverage that transformation; likely using BPM you already have. Learn how to extend that into core processes that run
the business and thus engage more meaningfully with your customers. The authors discuss the impact of emerging technologies,
the mandate for greater transparency and how the ongoing aftershocks of globalization have collectively impacted predictability
within the business enterprise.
A goldmine of valuable tools for data modelers! Data modelers render raw data-names, addresses, and salestotals, for instanceinto information such as customer profiles andseasonal buying patterns that can be used for making criticalbusiness decisions.
This book brings together thirty of the mosteffective tools for solving common modeling problems. The authorprovides an example
of each tool and describes what it is, why itis needed, and how it is generally used to model data for bothdatabases and data
warehouses, along with tips and warnings. Blanksample copies of all worksheets and checklists described areprovided in an
appendix. Companion Web site features updates on the latest tools andtechniques, plus links to related sites offering
automatedtools.
Get a 360-degree view of digital project management. Learn proven best practices from case studies and real-world scenarios. A
variety of project management tools, templates, models, and frameworks are covered. This book provides an in-depth view of
digital project management from initiation to execution to monitoring and maintenance. Covering end-to-end topics from pre-sales
to post-production, the book explores project management from various dimensions. Each core concept is complemented by case
studies and real-world scenarios. The Complete Guide to Digital Project Management provides valuable tools for your use such
as: Frameworks: governance, quality, knowledge transfer, root cause analysis, digital product evaluation, digital consulting,
estimation Templates: estimation, staffing, resource induction, RACI Models: governance, estimation, pricing, digital maturity
continuous execution, earned value management and effort forecast Metrics: project management, quality What You’ll Learn
Study best practices and failure scenarios in digital projects, including common challenges, recurring problem themes, and leading
indicators of project failures Explore an in-depth discussion of topics related to project quality and project governance Understand
Agile and Scrum practices for Agile execution See how to apply Quality Management in digital projects, including a quality
strategy, a quality framework, achieving quality in various project phases, and quality best practices Be able to use proven metrics
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and KPIs to track, monitor, and measure project performance Discover upcoming trends and innovations in digital project
management Read more than 20 real-world scenarios in digital project management with proven best practices to handle the
scenarios, and a chapter on a digital transformation case study Who This Book Is For Software project managers, software
program managers, account managers, software architects, lead developers, and digital enthusiasts
The book covers all knowledge areas from the BABOK®, Third Edition, and is designed to be a study guide for the CBAP®
certification from IIBATM. It includes over 300 sample questions. It is also usable for those seeking the PMI-PBA® certification.
This book is a complete business analysis handbook combining the latest standards from the BABOK® case study examples and
exercises with solutions. It has usable tools and techniques, as well as templates ready to be used to develop solid requirements
to be the cornerstone for any successful product development.
Foreword by industry legend Harold Kerzner! This book describes a completely unique step-by-step, workflow-guiding approach to
project management which simplifies activities by enforcing execution of all required processes on time, and redirecting to an
alternative path in the event of project issues. Since compliance with all project management processes is enforced by the
workflow, product quality is significantly improved and life cycle errors are almost eliminated. Project Workflow Management: A
Business Process Approach is the first and only book in the marketplace which enables readers with no prior project management
experience to manage the entire life cycle of any small to mid-sized project. It also equips mid- and senior-level project managers
with directions and a detailed map to the effective management of complex projects and programs.
Change is the law of life. This precept holds for individuals and organi-zations alike. Radical change, called transformation, is not
so frequent. Organizational transformation entails fundamental changes that encompass the entire gamut of the organization. A
successful transformation exercise begins with formulating a set of Objectives at the beginning and ends up with realizing the
desired Outcomes. This book delves deep into the intricacies of the life cycle of organizational transformation and explains how it
can be managed effectively adopting a systematic and step-by-step methodology. In this well-researched text, the author, J.
Satyanarayana, with his vast and varied experience in the field of management and governance, gives a brilliant exposition of
managing transformation. The book postulates the O2O (Objectives to Outcomes) framework as a seven-step methodology. The
methodology, in a sense, is a meta-framework for transformation. It harmonizes and synthesizes altogether 40 sub-frameworks,
which include some well-known concepts, such as Porter’s Value Chain Framework, Kaplan and Norton’s Balanced Scorecard,
and Hammer’s BPR framework. The author illustrates the O2O framework through a Case Study on Passport Seva Project,
designed by him, and being implemented all over India to transform the quality of passport-related services provided to the
citizens. This text, with its blend of theory and practice, would prove extremely valuable to the students of management and
commerce. It should also be a valuable reference book to the administrators and management consultants. KEY FEATURES : By
expounding the O2O methodology, the book addresses the managerial requirements of conceptualizing, designing and implementing major transformation projects. Focuses on the four principal dimensions of transformation, namely, Process, People,
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Technology, and Business Model while explaining the major concepts. Interspersed with plenty of examples to illustrate the
concepts. Includes chapter-end review questions to drill the students in self-study.

Addressing the unique difficulties involved in day-to-day project management communication, The Project Manager's
Communication Toolkit provides proven methods for creating clear and effective communications-including text-based
plans, reports, messages, and presentations. It examines the many tools available and goes beyond traditional coverage
to
Intelligent Adaptability describes how ACM is emerging in the era of machine intelligence and automation technologies,
including Big Data, digitization, Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), intelligent BPMS and BPM Everywhere.
WfMC Chair, Keith Swenson states; “A platform for digital transformation brings a number of different capabilities
together: processes, agents, integration, analytics, decisions, and—perhaps most important—case management.” In this
book, you will learn how support of adaptive, data-driven processes empowers knowledge workers to know in real-time
what is happening at the edge points, and to take actions through the combination of rule-driven guidance and their own
know-how. It is not a traditionally-automated system but intelligent adaptability, where technology doesn’t replace human
decision-making but extends the reach of the knowledge worker; making data actionable. In award-winning case studies
covering industries as a diverse as law enforcement, public safety, transportation, insurance, banking, state services and
healthcare, you will find instructive examples for how to transform your own organization. Leading industry analysts study
the awards entries for emerging industry trends. Read the chapter, The Seven Trends Impacting The Case Management
Landscape by Connie Moore, Digital Clarity Group. This important book follows these ground-breaking best-sellers on
ACM; Best Practices for Knowledge Workers, Thriving on Adaptability, Empowering Knowledge Workers, Taming the
Unpredictable, How Knowledge Workers Get Things Done, and Mastering the Unpredictable and provides important
papers by thought-leaders in this field, together with practical examples.
Microsoft Project is brimming with features to help you manage any project, large or small. But learning the software is
only half the battle. What you really need is real-world guidance: how to prep your project before touching your PC, which
Project tools work best, and which ones to use with care. This book explains it all, helping you go from project manager
to project master. Get a project management primer. Discover what it takes to handle a project successfully Learn the
program inside out. Get step-by-step instructions for Project Standard and Project Professional Build and refine your
plan. Put together your team, schedule, and budget Achieve the results you want. Build realistic schedules, and learn
how to keep costs under control Track your progress. Measure your performance, make course corrections, and manage
changes Use Project's power tools. Customize Project's features and views, and transfer info directly between Project
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and other programs
Organizations waste millions of dollars every year on failed projects. Failure is practically guaranteed by poor or
incomplete requirements that do not properly define projects in their initial stages.Business analysis is the critical process
ensuring projects start on the path toward success. To accurately determine project requirements, busines
This Handbook provides authoritative guidance and advice, templates, concepts, systems and approaches on every
aspect of successful programme management. The main part of the handbook presents a detailed description of the
whole programme management process, together with the requisite supporting infrastructure essential for the delivery of
planned programme outcomes. The book also includes The Programme Management Maturity Model, a benchmarking
tool covering the ten key processes within programme management, plus the Programme Management Improvement
Process: a step-by-step guide to improving an organization's ability to deliver change.
Following in the tradition of its bestselling predecessors, Project Management Maturity Model, Third Edition provides a
roadmap for improving project success and boosting organizational performance. This edition presents new and revised
material based on the Project Management Institute’s (PMI’s) A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge,
Fifth Edition (PMBOK® Guide). Chapters are based on the 10 knowledge areas specified in PMI’s standard. A
cornerstone of the author’s organization, PM Solutions, has been the Project Management Maturity Model (PMMMSM).
This book fully describes the model to provide you with a comprehensive tool to improve your organization’s project
management practices. The book covers the areas critical to organizational improvement, including the project
management office, management oversight, and professional development. After reading this book, you will understand
how to: Determine the maturity of your organization’s project management processes and use that information to
address business needs Map a logical path to organization-wide process improvement Set priorities for short-term
process improvement Assess the need for a project management office Track progress against your project management
improvement plan Build and sustain a culture of project management excellence The book provides you with a
conceptual framework to optimize specific project management processes and boost the capabilities of your organization.
It presents best practices for determining portfolio maturity, setting short-term priorities, improving portfolio management
processes, and tracking progress. It also includes a checklist for assessing your organization’s project management
maturity as well as an updated version of PM Solutions’ Project Portfolio Management Maturity Model.
Programming and Research: Skills and Techniques for Interior Designers provides a step-by-step approach to mastering
the process of documenting client and user requirements for any design project. Replete with examples and analyses of
student and professional work, this book guides its readers through the creation of their own program documents. Both
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the National Council for Interior Design Qualification (NCIDQ) and the Council for Interior Design Accreditation (CIDA)
consider programming a required core of knowledge. Programming and Research focuses on how the study of
programming for interior designers prepares students for and advances them into the professional realm. This second
edition is updated with the latest information interior designers must be equipped with, including new coverage on
evidence-based design, integrated project delivery (IPD), building information modeling (BIM), design across disciplines,
LEED programming, designing on a budget, and time management.
No one goes to hospital to get sick. Hospitals are the places we seek treatment, to get better, have procedures, get
vaccinated or visit an ailing friend or relative. And yet, once in hospital, as a patient or visitor alike, we can become
susceptible to an increased risk of infection from a most unlikely source; construction dust. Hospitals are under constant
pressure to upgrade, embrace new technology, expand their aging facilities and attract more patients. This has resulted
with construction and maintenance works becoming a mainstay in operational hospitals. And often, there will be several
projects underway at the same time. Some will replace or repair aging infrastructure, others will implement new
technologies, install specialised equipment or seek to enhance their patient facilities. And whilst hospitals modernise,
they are required to remain operational and provide an ongoing, consistent and safe patient care service. This mix, health
care with construction works is risky as a lot can go wrong and a lot often does. So how should construction work in
operational hospitals be undertaken to ensure the ongoing safety and wellbeing of patients and occupants alike. How can
disruption be minimised? How can the complexity of the works be more effectively managed? Are there specific focus
areas? What data is required to gauge compliance and performance? How can construction issues and problems be
quickly identified, rectified and not repeated? And, as construction works proceeds, what is required to ensure no harm is
caused? In answering these questions, this book provides an insight into how construction risks can be effectively
controlled whilst works are progressed, to be completed safely, without incident or disruption in operational hospitals.
The Third Edition of this bestselling text continues to combine discussion of the theory and research which defines mentoring in healthcare
with a sharp focus on how to do mentoring in practice. Key features of the Third Edition are: · discussion of the latest policy including the
Francis Report and 6 Cs of nursing · a companion website with teaching resources for lecturers and expanded case studiesand free SAGE
journal articles for students · activities which challenge readers to question their knowledge · example tools for mentors to use in practice,
such as learning contracts, lesson plans and professional development plans. The book has been updated with the latest evidence and
includes expanded discussions on coaching, working with underachieving students and supporting students with disabilities and special
educational needs. Interprofessional in scope, it is essential reading for all those taking mentoring courses in nursing, midwifery, social care
and the allied health professions.
The Definitive Guide to Interwoven TeamSite is the first book to cover the TeamSite enterprise content management system, a product used
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by nine of the top 10 largest companies in the world, and thousands of other organizations around the globe The technical reviewer is the
product manager for Interwoven TeamSite Authored by TeamSite experts Brian Hastings and Justin McNeal, who are presently leading the
TeamSite upgrade project for MasterCard International Guided by a real-world example project, readers will learn the concepts and strategies
necessary to develop, deploy, and maintain a large-scale content management system using this product
Explore this comprehensive survey of the tools, tips, techniques, and tactics that project managers need to successfully complete their
projects. Seasoned project management consultant Jay Charvat presents a detailed description of each methodology currently available,
weighs the advantages and disadvantages of each, and provides a plan for implementation. He includes expert advice on putting the
methodologies to use in both individual projects and across the organization and provides detailed guidance on maintenance and support.
Buy it today!
Ramp up your software development with this comprehensive resource Microsoft's Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) makes software
development easier and now features support for iOS, MacOS, Android, and Java development. If you are an application developer, some of
the important factors you undoubtedly consider in selecting development frameworks and tools include agility, seamless collaboration
capabilities, flexibility, and ease of use. Microsoft's ALM suite of productivity tools includes new functionality and extensibility that are sure to
grab your attention. Professional Application Lifecycle Management with Visual Studio 2013 provides in-depth coverage of these new
capabilities. Authors Mickey Gousset, Martin Hinshelwood, Brian A. Randell, Brian Keller, and Martin Woodward are Visual Studio and ALM
experts, and their hands-on approach makes adopting new ALM functionality easy. Streamline software design and deployment with
Microsoft tools and methodologies Gain a practical overview of ALM with step-by-step guides and reference material Case studies illustrate
specific functionality and provide in-depth instruction Use new capabilities to support iOS, MacOS, Android and Java development Discover
this comprehensive solution for modeling, designing, and coordinating enterprise software deployments Over 100 pages of new content,
forward-compatible with new product releases Professional Application Lifecycle Management with Visual Studio 2013 provides a complete
framework for using ALM to streamline software design and deployment processes using well-developed Microsoft tools and methodologies.
Professional Application Lifecycle Management with Visual Studio 2013 is your guide to make use of newly-available ALM features to take
your enterprise software development to the next level.
Project initiation; Project planning; Project execution and termination.
A brief but comprehensive introduction to the field and pragmatic guidance on the implementation of a sound quality system in the
organization. It provides an enhanced knowledge of software inspections, metrics, process involvement, assessment of organization, problem
solving, customer satisfaction surveys, the CMM, SPICE, and formal methods. Sample material on software inspections, metrics, and
customer satisfaction can be adapted by readers to their respective organizations. In addition, readers will gain a detailed understanding of
the principles of software quality management and software process improvement. Concepts can then be readily applied to assist
improvement programs within organizations.
Every programme and project manager knows that they need interaction and engagement to be truly effective, but their understanding of
what good communication looks like can vary. All too often people are put into communication roles without the necessary skills or
experience. Whilst there are many texts on public relations and an increasing number on internal/employee communication, programme and
project communication spans a number of disciplines and has its own requirements. Communicating Projects gives programme and project
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communicators a framework for developing an effective strategy that goes well beyond inter-programme/project communication and looks at
how to achieve behaviour change and even increase employee engagement through the process. The book follows a best practice model for
communication strategy development and planning. The model is supplemented with vignettes that explore communication concepts in more
detail (for example employee engagement, communication theory and persuasion). At the same time, the text follows the project lifecycle with
the appropriate approaches for initiation, development and delivery stages outlined. If you accept the crucial role communication plays in
securing project success then this book is a must-have guide for any project manager or anyone tasked with stakeholder engagement.
GIS projects have previously been viewed primarily as technical exercises but it is now evident that the success of GIS projects depends as
much upon organisational issues as upon technicalities. GIS projects have socio-organisational contexts which must be taken into account if
such projects are to succeed. The book presents an overview of the "human" side of GIS, both individual and organisational.

Product management is challenging, complex, and often misunderstood. Across the high-tech industry, drastically
different duties and responsibilities are attributed to product management professionals. Diverse interpretations regarding
the role of product management have only further confused practitioners and stifled the ability to develop clear and
consistent product management methodologies. "The Product Manager’s Toolkit" book provides a consistent and holistic
managerial approach to product management and presents a practical and comprehensive methodology (tasks,
processes, deliverables, and roles) that covers nearly all aspects of product management.
An updated edition of the best tips and tools to plan, build, and execute a structured test operation In this update of his
bestselling book, Rex Black walks you through how to develop essential tools and apply them to your test project. He
helps you master the basic tools, apply the techniques to manage your resources, and give each area just the right
amount of attention so that you can successfully survive managing a test project! Offering a thorough review of the tools
and resources you will need to manage both large and small projects for hardware and software, this book prepares you
to adapt the concepts across a broad range of settings. Simple and effective, the tools comply with industry standards
and bring you up to date with the best test management practices and tools of leading hardware and software vendors.
Rex Black draws from his own numerous testing experiences-- including the bad ones, so you can learn from his
mistakes-- to provide you with insightful tips in test project management. He explores such topics as: Dates, budgets, and
quality-expectations versus reality Fitting the testing process into the overall development or maintenance process How
to choose and when to use test engineers and technicians, contractors and consultants, and external test labs and
vendors Setting up and using an effective and simple bug-tracking database Following the status of each test case The
companion Web site contains fifty tools, templates, and case studies that will help you put these ideas into action--fast!
The business analyst role can cover a wide range of responsibilities, including the elicitation and documenting of
business requirements, upfront strategic work, design and implementation phases. Typical difficulties faced by analysts
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include stakeholders who disagree or don't know their requirements, handling estimates and project deadlines that
conflict, and what to do if all the requirements are top priority. The Business Analysis Handbook offers practical solutions
to these and other common problems which arise when uncovering requirements or conducting business analysis.
Getting requirements right is difficult; this book offers guidance on delivering the right project results, avoiding extra cost
and work, and increasing the benefits to the organization. The Business Analysis Handbook provides an understanding
of the analyst role and the soft skills required, and outlines industry standard tools and techniques with guidelines on their
use to suit the most appropriate situations. Covering numerous techniques such as Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN), use cases and user stories, this essential guide also includes standard templates to save time and
ensure nothing important is missed.
This book will change the way you think about problems. It focuses on creating solutions to all sorts of complex problems
by taking a practical, problem-solving approach. It discusses not only what needs to be done, but it also provides
guidance and examples of how to do it. The book applies systems thinking to systems engineering and introduces
several innovative concepts such as direct and indirect stakeholders and the Nine-System Model, which provides the
context for the activities performed in the project, along with a framework for successful stakeholder management. A list
of the figures and tables in this book is available at https://www.crcpress.com/9781138387935. FEATURES • Treats
systems engineering as a problem-solving methodology • Describes what tools systems engineers use and how they use
them in each state of the system lifecycle • Discusses the perennial problem of poor requirements, defines the grammar
and structure of a requirement, and provides a template for a good imperative construction statement and the
requirements for writing requirements • Provides examples of bad and questionable requirements and explains the
reasons why they are bad and questionable • Introduces new concepts such as direct and indirect stakeholders and the
Shmemp! • Includes the Nine-System Model and other unique tools for systems engineering
An informative introduction for those considering a career in project management Project Management JumpStart offers
a clear, practical introduction to the complex world of project management, with an entertaining approach based on realworld application. Fully revised to align with a Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge –PMBOK Guide©,
6th edition, this book provides an overview of the field followed by an exploration of current best practices. The practical
focus facilitates retention by directly linking critical concepts to your everyday work, while the close adherence to PMBOK
guidelines makes this book the perfect starting point for those considering certification to earn either PMP or CompTIA
Project+ credentials. Project management is a top-five, in-demand skill in today’s workplace, and the demand has
spread far beyond IT to encompass nearly every industry; any organization that produces goods or services, whether for
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profit or not, has a vested interest in ensuring that projects are completed on time, on budget, and to the satisfaction of
the client—this is the heart of the project management function. Let Kim Heldman, bestselling author of PMP Study Guide
and CompTIA Project+ Study Guide, walk you through the basic principles and practices to help you build a strong
foundation for further training. Understand current project management methods and practices Explore project
management from a practical perspective Delve into illustrative examples that clarify complex issues Test your
understanding with challenging study questions Trillions of dollars are invested in various projects around the world each
year, and companies have learned that investing in qualified project management professionals pays off in every aspect
of the operation. If you’re considering a career in project management, Project Management JumpStart provides an
excellent introduction to the field and clear direction for your next steps.
Includes articles in topic areas such as autonomic computing, operating system architectures, and open source software
technologies and applications.
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 has improved and changed dramatically over previous versions of the product.
The capabilities of the platform have expanded greatly with the inclusion of an automated workflow engine, web content
management capabilities, and a vast number of document management enhancements. However, the value of this tool
to an enterprise will depend primarily on the ability of individuals in the organization to understand the features and
capabilities of the platform and effectively map those to specific business requirements. This book is designed to mentor
and coach business and technical leaders in an organization on the use of SharePoint to address critical information
management problems. It gives detailed descriptions and illustrations of the product's functionality and also includes
realistic usage scenarios to provide contextual relevance and a personalized learning experience to the reader. The
mission of this book is to provide extensive knowledge to information workers and site managers that will empower them
to become SharePoint Application champions in the organization. This book should be the premiere handbook of any
active or aspiring SharePoint expert. To complete the exercises in this book, you should have a basic comfort level using
Microsoft Office application to create content and a general understanding of how to interact with a web site through the
browser. This book is intended as a starting point for any SharePoint 2007 user whether that user has never used
SharePoint before or has some familiarity with a previous version and just wants to understand the differences with the
new release.
A guide to the project management tool covers such topics as estimating work time, setting up a project schedule,
building a team, setting up a budget, tracking progress, evaluating performance, and reporting on projects.
Are you a Project Manager, an unofficial Project Manager, an accidental Project Manager or simply interested in the secrets of
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great project management? Have you ever wondered why some projects are successful, and others over-run, overspend and do
not deliver the expected benefits? Maybe you have been unfortunate enough to lead, sponsor, or be part of a project that was so
out of control it was abandoned. The top three requisites a project manager must fulfil are control, visibility, and pace. Agile
principles and Waterfall project life cycle are opposite ends of the spectrum. Neither will deliver all three, however, the right
combination of the key components will revolutionise how you approach project management. Covering… 1. Agile Principles 2.
Waterfall Project Management 3. Why we need WAgile 4. When is WAgile appropriate 5. Areas to consider when designing a
WAgile project · Planning Approach · Stakeholder/Customer Engagement · Requirements Gathering · Communication · Quality ·
Testing · Documentation · Governance 6. The WAgile Process This book is not intended as a substitute for project management
training and exams. Rather it is a practical guide to applying your own learning for best results. To encourage, motivate and inspire
you to find your perfect recipe each time you step up to the project plate. You may find yourself violently disagreeing with some of
the content, which is excellent. It means you are thinking about what will work best in your industry, for your business needs, and
can develop a hybrid project management framework that is fit for purpose for your circumstances. This concise short read will get
you ready to take on a leadership role and set your projects up for success. BUY NOW and show your team you can lead
effectively as soon as tomorrow.
Organisations increasingly look to project management to deal with short timeframes, tight budgets, changing requirements and
risk management in everyday operations, as well as for major strategic projects. Project management knowledge and skills are
now essential for professionals just about everywhere, from teachers, social workers and lawyers, to engineers, builders and
accountants. Stephen Hartley's Project Management is based on the recognised global standard for project management, the
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide), and it incorporates aspects of Agile, PRINCE2, Lean and other popular
methodologies. It offers a thorough overview of the principles of project management, combined with tools and guidelines to
manage projects of all sizes, from inception to evaluation. Written in an accessible and engaging style, Stephen Hartley's widely
used text has been fully revised and updated. It focuses on shared responsibility, transparent documentation, reporting
achievement over activity, and continuous improvement. It is illustrated with examples and case studies, and accompanied by a
suite of downloadable templates and tools. 'Stephen Hartley is without doubt Australia's leading authority on project management.
This book is the bible for any current or future project manager.' - Dr Tim Baker, author of The End of the Performance Review
Assisting organizations in improving their project management processes, the Project Management Maturity Model defines the
industry standard for measuring project management maturity and agile and adaptive capabilities. Project Management Maturity
Model, Fourth Edition provides a roadmap showing organizations how to move to higher levels of organizational behavior,
improving project success and organizational performance. It's a comprehensive tool for enhancing project management practices,
covering areas critical to organizational improvement, such as the project management office, management oversight, and
professional development. It also provides methods for optimizing project management processes and suggestions for deploying
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the model as a strategic tool in improving business outcomes. New material in each chapter also outlines good practices for
implementing adaptive an agile processes. The book also includes the Project Portfolio Management Maturity Model, which covers
best practices for determining portfolio maturity, setting short-term priorities, implementing benefits realization management,
improving portfolio management processes and tracking progress. The author, J. Kent Crawford, CEO of PM Solutions, describes
the basics of project management maturity, including the benefits of assessing maturity, and presents a comprehensive framework
for improving organization's processes. Chapters are based on the ten project management knowledge areas specified in the
Project Management Institute's standard, the PMBOK® Guide. This edition provides new and revised materials based on the
PMBOK® Guide including a fresh focus on agile and adaptive methods, benefits realization, and organizational change
management. Organizations can use this book to: Determine the maturity of your organization's project management processes
Gauge readiness for agile transformation Map out a logical path to improve your organization's processes Set priorities for shortterm process improvement Track and visualize improvements in project management over time Learn to translate process maturity
into business results After an objective assessment, an organization can set its goals for increasing the capability of its processes
and develop a plan for reaching those goals. This book is ideal for anyone involved with improving the capability of an
organization's project and portfolio management processes.
“Many have struggled with the overlap between the PM and BA roles on a project. This is a book every BA and PM should read
with a highlighter in hand.” —Kevin Aguanno, PMP, PMI-ACP, CSM, FPMAC,Agile Project Management Pioneer and President,
Genxus The role of the business analyst (BA) has seen rapid growth over the past decade, and for good reason. Business
analysis is a hybrid function that evolved from the systems analysis role over several decades into one where the individuals
performing it have both a good understanding of the business and of the IT and software used to support the business. One set of
activities that is the BA’s specialty is the eliciting and management of accurate product requirements. Recent research has shown
that when this BA role is properly executed in collaboration or partnership with the project or program manager (PM), higher quality
product and project requirements are produced and managed resulting in higher success rates, with solutions that deliver business
value and products and services that better satisfy stakeholder and customer needs. While leading experts all agree that
collaboration between the PM and BA roles is key, the matter of how remains a subject of debate. This innovative guide shows
how to address the challenges associated with the definitions of these roles and the gaps, intersections, overlaps, and touch
points between the PM and BA to reduce waste, improve efficiency and effectiveness, and increase benefits to the organization. It
demonstrates how this can be achieved without adding resources, or going through duplication of effort, waste, and
misunderstandings that lead to failure. This essential reference evaluates the PM and BA roles current contrasting perceptions,
defines the roles they should fulfill, and describes how to ensure the PM/BA partnership is maintained from the business case,
through to project initiation, execution, implementation and post-project evaluation. The authors provide readers with concepts and
approaches for developing a partnership between the PM and BA roles, within their own context and specific challenges, in a
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manner which has proven to result in a synergistic, functionally harmonious relationship that maximizes the business value these
roles produce for the organization. Key FeaturesApplies concepts that are aligned with the PMI-PBASM, CBAP®/ CCBA® and
PMP® certificates, the Business Analysis for Practitioners – A Practice Guide, the PMBOK® Guide, the BABOK®, and
PRINCE2Divides the PM and BA roles in aligning strategy to organizational goals and estimating; addressing risks, constraints,
assumptions, dependencies, and communication; and managing relationships, stakeholder expectations, organizational priorities,
resources, scope, requirements, and documentation.Provides readers a practical approach to addressing the intersections
between the PM and BA roles and the ability to maximize each role’s contribution, while sorting out the overlapping parts and
articulating the handover pointsDiscusses activities that need to be integrated, setting up boundaries, and lists activities that must
be performed in the gaps between the PM and BA roles, in logical order, to ensure project and organizational benefits are
maximizedGives an enhanced meaning to integration management within the context of role definitionIllustrates the flow of work
and responsibilities between the PM and the BA through both the project life cycle and the product life cycleRationalizes the
undertaking of an increased load of work early in the project with a focus on initiation and early planning activities—to gain more
control over the project outcome and successIntroduces collaboration techniques to improve resource allocation in the project and
throughout the organization, and to streamline the transition between product requirements and project scopeWAV offers
downloadable checklists for determining Agile suitability, PM and BA role collaboration areas, a variety of requirements elicitation
and management checklists, and other tools—available from the Web Added Value™ Download Resource Center at
www.jrosspub.com
The Practice of Cloud System Administration, Volume 2, focuses on 'distributed' or 'cloud' computing and brings a DevOps/SRE
sensibility to the practice of system administration. Unsatisfied with books that cover either design or operations in isolation, the
authors created this authoritative reference centered on a comprehensive approach. Case studies and examples from Google,
Etsy, Twitter, Facebook, Netflix, Amazon, and other industry giants are explained in practical ways that are useful to all
enterprises. The new companion to the best-selling first volume, The Practice of System and Network Administration, Second
Edition, this guide offers expert coverage of the following and many other crucial topics: Designing and building modern web and
distributed systems: Fundamentals of large system design; Understand the new software engineering implications of cloud
administration; Make systems that are resilient to failure and grow and scale dynamically; Implement DevOps principles and
cultural changes; IaaS/PaaS/SaaS and virtual platform selection; Operating and running systems using the latest DevOps/SRE
strategies: Upgrade production systems with zero down-time; What and how to automate, how to decide what not to automate; Oncall best practices that improve uptime; Why distributed systems require fundamentally different system administration techniques;
Identify and resolve resiliency problems before they surprise you; Assessing and evaluating your team's operational effectiveness;
Manage the scientific process of continuous improvement; A forty-page, pain-free assessment system you can start using
today"--Publisher's description.
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This book discusses risk management as it applies to problem-solving for simple, complex and wicked problems faced by policy
creators and implementors, project managers and systems engineers in the context of policies, large engineering projects (LEPs),
projects and systems. When applying systems thinking to risk management, it can be seen that risk management applies to almost
every action taken in daily life. This book: Introduces the systems approach of integrating risk management into policy creation and
implementation, project management and systems engineering, such as the risk framework and the Firm Fixed Price (FFP)
contract with penalties and bonuses. Introduces a number of out-of-the box concepts building on the application of the systems
thinking tools in the system thinker’s toolbox. Points out that integrating risk management into policy and project management and
systems engineering is just good management and engineering practice. Discusses the flow of risk in a policy from creation
through implementation via LEPs and simpler projects, identifying where risks arise and where they should be dealt with. Presents
the risks in the relationship between policy creation, implementation, project management and systems engineering. Discusses
risks throughout the policy implementation process and shows how the nature of risks changes from political to financial to
technological as implementation proceeds. Discusses managing complexity and specifies the minimum number of elements in a
system for it to be defined as, and managed as, complex. Points out that in most instances the traditionally ignored major
implementation risk is that of poor performance by personnel. Shows how to proactively incorporate prevention into planning in
order to prevent risks, as well as how to mitigate them when they occur.
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